SafetyNET Lesson Plan
SafetyNET STEP 1: Tell Us About You
First Name
Luciano

Last Name
Novia

E-mail Address

Luciano.novia@dpcdsb.org
Ontario School Board
Dufferin Peel CDSB

School

St. Edmund Campion CSS
Community
Urban
✔

Suburban
Rural

Number of Students
20

Student Work is Completed

Mixed Methods

✔

Give me credit for this lesson on the site.

✔

I agree to the Terms and Conditions and have read the Teacher Guidelines.

SafetyNET STEP 2: Describe Your Lesson
Classroom Management Pre-Planning
1. Provide a descriptive title for your learning activity.

Tire Changing
2. Choose the length that best describes your lesson.
Full semester
Multiple weeks
✔

One week
One period

3. Choose the Ontario course code.
TTJ - Transportation Technology

4. Provide learning goals of the activity.

TTJ3O1 - Tire Changing - Tire Inspection and Removal and Installation. Students will learn to
write a report and operate the tire change machine in a safe and proper manner.
The lesson content would take approximately 4 periods. We cover Inflation gauges, guards,
explosion risks, safety with school vehicles, measuring tapes, and wearing goggles. We describe
equipment and tool operation, safety, awareness and report writing steps in this project. I have
included a full length instructional video made in our lab. We provide detail on Inflation pressures,
tire types, sizing, maintenance, and coding. Class size 20:1 as per school and board policy. As
we do tire changes seasonally, this skill is done as an ongoing performance at those times of year
when people change tires. We have the necessary supplies to complete these tasks. We process
repairs to tires and vehicles for this project. We check tire inflation pressures, learn to use
gauges, TPMS, and service kits.
I would usually do this with a class of 24 students, and focus on the content of checking inflation
guard/pressures, R.I.M. safety, tire types, maintenance, and tire coding.
Resources Included:
TTJ_LN2_1_Emergency_Procedures_Teacher_Info.pdf
TTJ_LN2_1_Live_Safe_Work_Smart_Internet_Activity_Transportation_Technology.pdf
TTJ_LN2_1_Live_Safe_Work_Smart_Web_References.pdf
TTJ_LN2_1_Occupational_Health_And_Safety_Checklist.pdf
TTJ_LN2_1_Rubric_Rights_And_Responsibilities.pdf
TTJ_LN2_1_School_Tech_Safety_Policy_Form.pdf
TTJ_LN2_1_Transportation_Lab_Safety_Test.pdf
TTJ_LN2_1_WHMIS_Wordsearch_With_Teacher_Key.pdf
TTJ_LN2_APPENDIX_A_Materials_Resources_List.pdf
TTJ_LN2_Home_Page_ National_Highway_Traffic_Safety_Administration_NHTSA.pdf
TTJ_LN2_OCTE_SAFEdoc_TRANS_July_2003.pdf

5. Generally describe your classroom lab setup with main equipment and areas.
My classroom has two hoists, four vehicle entry bays, a machining mill, 8 tool cabinets
outfitted identically, 8 parking spots that we manage, oil drum collection. We also have the
Coats tire Changer-Rim Clamp.

6. There is a link here to your subject area's full Overall and Specific required Ministry
Expectations. Click here for safety expectations summarized for each tech course code.
These will create a pop-up window for copying and pasting into the field below. Copy and paste
some safety expectations your lesson will cover.

Safety - Overall Expectations:
A: Transportation Technology Fundamentals
B: Transportation Technology Skills
C: Technology, The Environment, And Society
D: Professional Practice And Career Opportunities
Demonstrate an understanding of environmental issues related to the use of materials and
procedures in the service, repair, and recycling of vehicles or craft.
Demonstrate an understanding of environmental issues in the transportation industry, and use
best practices to remedy or reduce the environmental effects of using specific products or
processes.
Demonstrate the use of professional work practices and procedures and compliance with
occupational health and safety regulations and standards
Identify appropriate repair information and the tools and equipment required for safe basic
service and maintenance of a vehicle.
TTJ3O A4.4 identify safe procedures and recommended techniques (e.g., for jacking, battery
boosting,towing) described in the owner’s manual to resolve roadside emergencies (e.g., flat
tire,dead battery, vehicle breakdown),
TTJ3O A4.5 describe the preparations vehicle owners can make to increase driving safety (e.g.,
trip planning,driver training, keeping the vehicle properly maintained),
TTJ3O A4.6 describe the precautions vehicle owners can take to minimize the effect of

7. There may also be local by-laws or staff guidelines applicable to your school community in
general that affect how you teach your subject area for health and safety. Being in an urban or
rural environment can offer unique challenges to a technological education program. Your
department or school may also have a health and safety manual you can attach as a file later.
Include any details or best practices here on what you refer to.
We have been part of the development project of an MSDS complete listing (updated as needed)
developed for Auto Shops in our board and available on line for staff board-wide. All staff are
WHMIS certified. In general as the subject teacher I ensure daily clean-up and conduct inspection
procedures. As well we have our School Health and Safety Committee Inspections. All lifting
equipment is inspected once per year by an independent company. The Board Safety Officer
arranges annual inspections of other equipment by an independent company.

8. Coming from industry and experience as a technological educator, there is prior teacher
knowledge that you would recommend for your classroom, focused on health and safety.
Include information on recommended certifications for your subject area.
Transportation teachers must have their Certificate of Qualification in their related trade, WHMIS,
First Aid, and ideally safety trainer certification. We have to accept responsibility to maintain and
check for relevant and on going updates of software and bulletins for transportation lab equipment
and standards. We receive service bulletins to equipment and subject practical supplies. Service
magazines (Tire News, Canadian Technician).
Tire News Link
http://www.autosphere.ca/tirenews/category/flipbook/
Canadian Technician
http://www.canadiantechnician.com/
Tire safety.com
http://www.tiresafety.com/

9.
Many teachers
usefor
these
as a basis of training for prior student knowledge. Check off
Checking
Your Tires
Wear
which
ones
you
use
currently.
A pop-up window is available through these links.
http://www.dummies.com/how-to/content/checking-your-tires-for-wear.navId-323642.html?
print=true
✔ Passport to Safety
✔ Introduction to WHMIS
http://www.videojug.com/film/how-to-check-your-cars-tyre-wear

In general as the subject teacher I ensure daily clean-up and conduct inspection procedures. As
well we have our School Health and Safety Committee Inspections. All lifting equipment is
inspected once per year by an independent company. The Board Safety Officer arranges annual
inspections of other equipment by an independent company. With my experience I conduct ongoing

10. Prior to specific project work, describe your general introductory unit on health and
safety in your classroom.
We utilize videos, trade literature, diagrams, and students complete the word search, and specific
quizzes on equipment they will use. We go over the MSDS complete listing (updated as needed)
developed for Auto Shops in our board and available on line for staff board-wide. We cover WHMIS
and especially the compressed air symbol (hazard, danger, explosive).
Students sign a safety contract and take it home for a parent/guardian signature. Students do not
start work in the shop area until the contract is returned.
We also cover the topics of Environmental Spills, Vehicle Lift Safety, and Ergonomics.

11. Check off what Personal Protective Equipment may be applicable in your classroom in
general for health and safety.
✔

safety glasses (shatterproof - may need side guards)

✔

coveralls / lab coat / apron (protective clothing)

✔

gloves (latex and standard)

✔

gloves (chemical resistant)
welding gloves and face shield

✔

dust mask (breathing protection)

✔

respirator (breathing protection)

✔

appropriate footwear (may imply steel-toed work boots or closed toe and heel shoes)
hair net

✔

hair tied back

✔

hearing protection - ear plugs

✔

removing jewellery and fashion accessories
hard hat
safety harness
reflective vest

✔

no electronic devices

12. Describe your student safety training assessment strategies. Click here for a pop-up to
review the Growing Success document that defines assessment for learning and as learning.
I do ongoing assessment through diagnostic, formative and summative evaluations throughout
project elements.
Formative and summative assessments are used for all projects. Students have written instructions
that indicate they are not to proceed past certain points until their work is inspected by the
instructor. The instructor inspects the work and asks the student questions to assess their
knowledge and readiness to proceed to the next step. All assessment information is recorded but
only summative assessments count toward the student’s evaluation.

13. Some technological classroom areas are more complex and need layout planning,
maintenance, and special resources available, especially when sharing rooms. Detail general
housekeeping, organization standards and student clean-up procedures from your
experience.
We keep a close eye on ongoing equipment inventory and conduct tool and shop inspections.
Equipment safety devices (i.e. inflation guard, air limiter, multiple gauges are checked. We are
always monitoring levels of noise and CO. We monitor storage drums for oily sludge from the class.
We have direct exhaust to the exterior and an additional CO evacuation fan. We have scheduled
different shop elements for daily, weekly, monthly and yearly pick up, clean up and maintenance.
We have specific safety-focused tire, chemical and metal storage. We have kit areas for easy
inventory check for equipment storage and maintenance (tool boards with outlines and names).
All students and teacher clean up last 15 minutes of every class. Machines are to be inspected and
returned to proper working order at the end of each class, and if a problem exists students must
communicate with / contact teacher. Work stations are reflective of students proper / safe working
environment. Proper machine shut down procedures and lock out are developed through proper
demonstration and repetitive instruction and checking for compliance.
Shop organization and cleanliness is of utmost importance. Students must be encouraged to work
in a disciplined, organized manner. Students must be made aware of the potential for serious injury
if safety procedures are not followed. Tools are returned to correct spot in cupboards, machines
cleaned off, floors swept, hoses and cords rolled up and hung up, computer screens wiped, project
materials put away or labeled with students class and name, hoists inspected and lubricated on a
weekly basis. Organized clean-up happens at the end of the period. One student acts as clean up
supervisor, assigns tasks from a pre-determined list. Another student inspects that the tasks are
done and reports back to the supervisor.

14. Detail safe storage facilities in your classroom for course specific materials.

All tools are stored in a locked room, equipment is locked out at all times, compressor room is also
locked up. There is an outside locked storage facility as well. We have a WHMIS poster near any
materials showing their risk.
We have a steel vented fire cabinet, a recycled oil specialized tank, organized tool cabinets to help
with inventory and maintenance, and many areas labelled around the room. We are aware of
combustibles and spark dangers from used materials.

15. Explain any special learning considerations and best practices for your classroom
focused on safety. Are there left-handed students in your class? You may naturally include
accommodations and modifications. Showcase special approaches or methods you use for
exceptional students, multiple-intelligences, differentiated instruction, ESL, gifted, or physicallychallenged students.
We constantly use visual and audio elements that can be reviewed individually by students. We do
hands-on demonstration. We distribute individual student manuals, and have accepted protocol
and accommodations for all MI and DI students. IEP, ARD, and CP students are involved in special
programs in our school COE. Low functioning students (MID) and physically and handicapped are
contained in small class sizes. Modified expectations and curriculum allow students to gain success
and build self-esteem with the goal of safety first. We have modified assessment and evaluation
levels related to students motor skill ability and function. We offer increased one-on-one teaching
with our ERW as an assistant. We utilize a repetitive work model to gain success, knowledge and
ability. When possible we strive to provide language translation, ESL teacher resources,
modified work areas / tables / stations for physical challenges. We generate multiple language
materials. and apply visual labels and utilize word searches to familiarize students with vocabulary
to build safety knowledge on. We offer extra time, 1 on 1 meetings. When possible we create
shorter / brief materials as condensed but they must still meet the criteria set out by the teacher.
Alternative rubrics that meet course expectations are created for clarity.
Instructional strategies for safety include: role playing, demonstrations, written instructions, media
resources, direct teacher supervision and correction. Students have the option of demonstrating
their safety knowledge in written, oral or practical forms.

16. Include information on your safety procedures for disposal of waste materials. This could
include food scraps, hairstyling chemical, dust collection, combustible wipes, or waste oil.

Recycle oil and oil filters, paper, metal, tires. We handle oils rags, wipes, gasoline, chemical in
approved containers according to the Ministry of Labour expectations.
Combustible wipes are disposed of in steel rag containers emptied nightly. Waste oil is put in
approved recycling tank. Waste antifreeze is put in recycling tank. Old fuel is stored in approved
fuel storage container, stored in a steel vented fire cabinet.
We conduct proper spill clean up material and procedures. We have tire pick up arranged for
proper disposal.

17. Company's coming! Educational Assistants, volunteers, student teachers, and classroom
guests with administrators are in your classroom. Provide your experience on elements of safety
training that need to be communicated to these participants for your subject area such as
wearing safety glasses, maintaining distance from machines, or how to communicate an
emergency or issue to the teacher.
We arrange prior meeting with the ERW and CP department members. We attend alternate
department meetings for discussion and review of course expectations and safety.
We provide proper PPE for staff, and handouts, answer sheets and lesson plans are discussed and
reviewed so they can assist their target students. Overall when company comes we do a teacher
and student orientation. We have a standard shop tour outlining shop equipment, PPE item and
safety element locations, and procedures. For student teachers and people who will be in the shop
for a while, we review emergency evacuation, lock down and fire drill procedures. Visitors are
instructed that they need to wear appropriate foot wear and safety glasses.

18. Emergency procedures to pre-plan in general for your technological education classroom
depends on your subject area. There may be steps for students, steps for administration, for
assisting teachers, or directions for emergency assistance arriving at school. Detail how you
cover these in your classroom. Include fire exits, extinguishers, first aid station, eye wash
station, and electrical shut-off switches (panic buttons). Possibly detail AED location (if
available) and first aid trained staff member locations for your records.
We review the overall layout of the room extensively. We have exit routes posted, FAK, fire
extinguisher location and use, emergency eye wash and shower, alarms, safety features (CO
monitoring), hood fans, etc. Our electrical shut off switches (panic buttons) are discussed during
initial shop tours. There are 3 on the north, east and west side of the shop. The eye wash and
shower are on the south side. There are 3 extinguishers (located at E, SW and N walls.) The spill
Kit is on the south wall, the fire blanket is on the north wall. The FAK is on the south wall. Teacher
is first aid trained and currently there is no AED in the school. We follow emergency procedures as
per school board policy, respective of directives from the Ministry of Labour and the local fire
marshal.
Start of term instruction includes fire exits, power kill button, eye wash and first aid kit locations and
emergency procedures such as lockdown. There are regular fire drills and lock down drills.
Students are encouraged to remain calm and quickly walk toward the designated fire exit during fire
drills.
Foryour
lockdown
they proceed
with the
teacherprocess?
to an interior room in the technology
19.
Does
Board procedures
have a technological
project
approval
area where the door is locked.
Yes

No
Students
create a sketch of the Transportation Lab indicating the location of fire exits and fire
Unknown Fire exit locations are posted on the walls of the area. Fire routes are posted in the
extinguishers.
hall of the school, regular fire drills throughout the year.
20. Select (all that apply) that complete equipment inspections in your board.
✔ Teacher
First
aid station and eye wash station have large signs indicating their location.
These
items areHead
also included as part of the students assignment to sketch a floor plan of the
✔ Department
Transportation Lab. Electrical shut-off switch is also included on the floor plan.
Board Instructional / Subject Area Leader

✔

Board Facilities Teams
Independent Contractors

✔

Ministry of Labour

21. Select Federal and Provincial Safety Legislation and Policies, Government
Departments, and Associations which may be applicable to your subject area. Click on any of
them to open up a pop-up window to reference their website. Consider adding any resources
you find to your lesson.
✔

Health Canada

✔

Ministry of Labour

✔

Ontario Workplace Safety and Insurance Act
Food Safety and Quality Act

✔

Ontario Health Protection and Promotion Act

✔

Ontario Highway Traffic Act

✔

Ontario Fire Code
Ontario Building Code

✔

Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS)

✔

Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB)

✔

Occupational Health and Safety Act (OSHA)

✔

Apprenticeship and Certification Act (ACA)
Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
Canadian Society of Safety Engineering (CSSE)
Ontario Service Safety Alliance (Hospitality and Tourism) (OSSA)
Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety (CCOSH)
Construction Health and Safety Association of Ontario (CSAO)

✔

Ontario School Boards Insurance Exchange (OSBIE)
Industrial Accident Prevention Association (IAPA)

✔

Transportation Health and Safety Association of Ontario (THSAO)
Health Care Health & Safety Association of Ontario (HCHSA)

That's the end of general classroom management info. You can copy and paste the content from
this section to any project you submit to the SafetyNET.

That's So Cool! When Do We Start?
22. Check off planning tasks you complete for this lesson.
✔

examine materials list (new, used, recycled materials)

✔

review tool use plan (power and hand tools)
consider special preparation of recycled materials for this project.

✔

review hazardous materials use - WHMIS, MSDS (attach files later)

✔

safety check on specific equipment
review chemical and fire safety procedures

✔

prepare tools
count or measure materials, evaluate efficiencies
check 'past due' dates on supplies

✔

check student-accessible material supply areas are safe

✔

re-do a safety demonstration

✔

confirm all students completed training diagnostic assessment

✔

confirm web resources and handouts are current

✔

reconsider assessment and evaluation strategies

✔

plan direct supervision time for difficult or high-risk production steps
plan direct supervision for flammable / toxic / corrosive materials handling
plan safe storage of in-progress student projects

✔

plan cut off times for lab cleanup to begin

✔

plan waste disposal, recycling

✔

plan debrief on safety risk experiences with students

✔

detail notes for teacher sharing classroom/lab

23. The Ontario Skills Passport identifies working safely as a work habit. Check off the skills
relevant for this lesson here. For more information click here to go to their website.
✔

Work Habits: Working Safely
Work Habits: Teamwork
Work Habits: Reliability
Work Habits: Organization

✔

Work Habits: Working Independently
Work Habits: Initiative
Work Habits: Self-advocacy
Work Habits: Customer Service
Work Habits: Entrepreneurship

✔

Essential Skills: Reading Text

✔

Essential Skills: Writing

✔

Essential Skills: Document Use

✔

Essential Skills: Computer Use
Essential Skills: Oral Communication
Numeracy: Money Math
Numeracy: Scheduling or Budgeting and Accounting

✔

Numeracy: Measurement and Calculation

✔

Numeracy: Data Analysis
Numeracy: Numerical Estimation
Thinking Skills: Job Task Planning and Organizing

✔

Thinking Skills: Decision Making
Thinking Skills: Problem Solving

✔

Thinking Skills: Finding Information

24. The Ontario Skills Passport (OSP) National Occupation Classification (NOC) code is a
number that Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC) has assigned to a
particular occupation. To make safety training more relevant to students, check here and copy
an example of career choice that has to be aware of the same classroom safety requirements.

In TTJ safety we emphasize:
Essential Skills: Observe the handling, safety and hazard symbols on parts to be installed, moving
parts and hazardous materials; Using and wearing all required protective equipment and devices
Work Habits: Working in a manner that prevents injury to self and others; Participating in health and
safety training, as required
In the TTJ area, there are many NOC careers that need our same safety training.
7321c Automotive Service Technicians
7321a Truck and Transport Mechanics
7321b Transport Trailer Technicians
25.
Detail
instructional
strategies
and assessment strategies for focusing on safety during
7321c
Automotive
Service
Technicians
this
learning
activity.
Consider
any
IEP
considerations
7335 Other Small Engine and Equipment
Mechanicsapplicable in your classroom.
We cover safety apparatus, PPE, WHMIS with handouts and materials developed and used by
teacher and student for varied learning strategies and instruction. I incorporate video, audio, You
tube links, and revise developed handout and resources on an ongoing basis. We use the textbook
Auto Excellence 1 and 2, review tool manuals, and I use my lesson plans to review the order of
presentation. I show safety association videos, safe equipment application videos when available.
http://glencoe.mcgraw-hill.com/sites/0078744121/student_view0/
Students have to complete their safety test, confirm their knowledge on inflation pressures, and
overall tire safety for this project. We review the WHMIS compressed air symbol (hazard, danger,
explosive). We review the eye wash for tire debris / lubricant, procedures for minor cuts and
scrapes, and emphasize the risk of serious injury or death from tire explosion / over inflation. We
cover procedures / concerns / hazards.
This project is done Individual and in partners only. We have used tires and rims for mounting and
dismounting before live application on vehicles. Available resources are easily accessed and
utilized. In this portion, we do tire replacement, exchange and service of rims.
Students are trained through sequential steps and procedures which greatly minimize the risk
potential to injury. Steps such as: Log sheets for each piece of equipment, safety knowledge and
testing, teacher demonstrations, proficiency testing, literacy comprehension and diagnostics, rubric
assessment; formative, diagnostic and summative elements. We also evaluate through essential
skills website.
Specifically we examine the air inflation cycler and limiter. Tire inflation guard, air / pneumatic
operation settings (140Psi). We are working with rubber tires, steel, and aluminum and some
students may have allergic sensitivities to some alloys. Death or serious injury from tire explosion is
possible with improper handling, so it is emphasized.

26. Define the materials and equipment used for this learning activity. You can use the blank
form that's provided here and save it to make it your own. The layout helps you collect details
showing the materials and equipment. It also provides space for equipment maintenance
schedules, disposal of waste materials, training tracking, shielding or guarding details.

We use an air inflation compressor, cycler and limiter. We cover in detail tools and procedures for
safe tire inflation, and review air / pneumatic operation settings (140Psi).
We identify whether source materials are new or recycled. This is essential in avoiding dangerous
use of materials that have been provided through alternative means to your program. We keep
documentation notes on receiving donated materials from local industry, or whether materials have
been received from colleagues inside school or outside community. Handling, pre-cleaning,
preparation of used materials is the key. We investigate and assume risk before using materials for
a project.
For machine guarding and shielding, we do student and class demonstration, do the video
application and discussion. We review the equipment manual. We go over the report writing /
pictorially. We dangers associated to blow outs on machine video. We do individual machine, PPE,
WHMIS
andany
subject
27.
Include
best testing.
practices or tips, tricks, and advice in your experience of completing this
learning activity. Focus your answer on how you document safety training, and share
There are not
chemicals
used
forother
this project,
just compressed
There is
sometimes a rim
information
about
your shop
with
tech teachers.
That’s an air.
OCTElab
SafetyNET!
lubricant.
Remember safety first, and never assume responsible behaviour by all students - classroom
protocols must be established for control. Research your own machinery to have the most relevant
visual content and applications pertaining to machine operation. Have your own thorough strategies
that develop awareness and competency.
Right and left handed students have no impiety in the operation of these tools. Students who are
strength impaired are paired with another student or have assistance from teacher as necessary.
Students who are IEP'd or have MID are assisted by teacher or ERW and not left alone to prevent
injury. Special assistance for these students who require assistance have the option of 1 on 1
teacher assistance or peer help from older student or student who has passed the safety report and
testing on the equipment.
Limits on class size need to be manageable - numbers have to be reasonable for proper instruction
and observation, depending on the levels of challenge with groups.
On-going equipment maintenance, testing and upgrades have to be done.
Complete weekly equipment inspections and close / lock out faulty equipment.
When purchasing equipment make sure that all safety features available are on equipment (use
board tenders). Complete an annual budget proposal for safety literature, resources, attachments,
video's, repairs, maintenance and certified testing. Plan a few years ahead for more expensive
needs. Apply for special maintenance funds as they come available. A clean, organized looking
shop works better pedagogically, so don't underestimate the value of a paint job, non-skid floor
areas, clean clean-up areas and well-defined industry quality storage.
Develop rapport with school administration, Health and Safety Liaison, Health and Safety
department at the board. Get trained and certified with all applications associated to your shop.
Develop safety strategies and policies for your class and department.

28. Provide a short description of your project that can go with a reference image for the
database. (Max 256 characters.)

Removal, repair, and reinstallation, write a report and operate the tire change machine in a safe
and proper manner.

SafetyNET STEP 3: Add Files and Videos
Please attach a project image for us to display with your short description in the database.
Select File

Please upload any supporting documents including safety components, lesson materials,
assessment tools, digital resources, images, or videos.
Select File

To bring your lesson to life, include online videos URL link files on the lesson plan page. Add
as many as you like.
Select File

Do you have a safety features map of your classroom you can share? Attach it here!
Select File

Find the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS) for any of your materials clicking and searching
here. Save it and add it to your digital resources to attach with your lesson.
Select File

The Ontario Ministry of Labour makes available a resource named Live Safe! Work Smart!
It has a wide range of general safety and subject-specific resources available for use in the
classroom and beyond. Click here to open a pop-up and copy and paste links that are your
favorites here or download a resource you can use with this lesson and attach it later. You can
also add any other URL links here that you think enhance this safety learning activity.
We watch the general Live Safe! Work Smart! videos. We review the materials as directed on the
website:
TTJ3C
Impact and Consequences
OE: Describe and apply, where appropriate, the exemplary practices
that are essential to safe work environments; describe the role of
health and safety legislation related to the transportation sector and to
transportation technology programs in schools.
Safety and Legislation
SE: Identify potential hazards in a workplace related to the transportation
sector by conducting safety audits and inspections.
TTJ3E
Impact and Consequences
OE: Follow safe work practices in the transportation sector workplace, including safety procedures
and practices and the use of protective clothing and gear; identify the legislation that applies to the
transportation technology sector.
Biological and Chemical Hazards
Biological and Chemical Hazards Section I: pgs. 2-28

SafetyNET STEP 4: Tag Your Lesson
Add your own descriptive tag(s) to help users search for content like yours.

TTJ
TTJ3C
TTJ4C
TTJ3O
TTJ4E
Tire
Inflation
Print your lesson to document your SafetyNET for your classroom.
Transportation
Hoist your SafetyNET lesson.
Submit
WHMIS
Infractions
Plan
to update lesson content or add digital resources later with your user login. Think about adding
another
Safety lesson!
Novia
Remember, most of your general classroom info is already in.
You can 'Save As' and 'Modify' to submit a new lesson with new resources!

Submit

